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INTRODUCTION 
We describe the early time behavior of reflected thermal wave pulses from planar 
subsurface scatterers, and describe methods for making depth images, independently of the 
lateral size of the scatterer. 
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 
The three-dimensional thermal wave diffraction from a subsurface planar scatterer of 
arbitrary shape, f (x',y'), in a thermally anisotropic material, can be written as 
[ 2 112J2 Rm+ (z /~) 
4t 1 f(" Y) 
z=~ , (1) 
where 
and where A is the reflection coefficient at a boundary, which can be written in terms of 
ratios of effusivities ofthe materials on either side of the boundary. In Eq. (1), (Xi are the 
components of the anisotropic thermal diffusivity of the material, and t is the time after the 
flash at which the image is acquired. The summation over the index, m, takes into account 
multiple reflections of the thermal wave pulse between the subsurface scatterer and the 
surface of the material. Such reflections are increasingly important when the lateral 
dimensions of the subsurface scatterer become large, or when the scatterer is close to the 
surface. 
Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of two flat-bottomed hole specimens used to test 
the predictions ofEq. (1). One of the specimens has six holes milled into the rear surface 
of the sample. The flat bottoms of these holes are 1 - 5 mm beneath the painted front 
surface. The other specimen has five milled holes of diameters ranging from 6 mm to 
50 mm, all located at the same depth, 1.2 mm. Figure 2 is a schematic representation of 
the predictions of Eq. 1, and indicates two characteristic features, the peak contrast time 
and the peak slope time, which we have used to produce both theoretical and experimental 
images of the samples shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of using these features is to study 
their reliability for measuring the depths of such holes, independently of their lateral sizes. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of two flat-bottomed hole specimens used to test the predictions 
of Eq. (1). 
Using Eq. (1), we calculate the peak: contrast time (see Fig. 2) at every point on the 
surfaces of the two samples shown schematically in Fig. 1. Then, instead of forming an 
image from the actual contrast data, we use the peak: contrast times themselves.. Since, as 
will be shown below, the peak: contrast times depend upon the depths of the holes, such 
images have in the past been interpreted as being depth images, where the time is a linear 
function of the square of the depth. Our six-hole sample has been used to illustrate the 
dependence of the peak: contrast on depth. In Fig. 3, we show a theoretical peak: contrast 
time image, together with the corresponding experimental peak: contrast time image of the 
actual six-hole sample. The plots below these two images in Fig. 3 show the peak: contrast 
times just above the centers of the holes as a function of the square of the depths. The 
theoretical plot is a straight line, with a non-zero intercept on the time axis. The data in the 
experimental image were intended to illustrate the short-time behavior of the thermal wave, 
and therefore the experiment was not run long enough to obtain peak: contrast times on 
more than the two shallowest holes. However, these two points are in semi-quantitative 
agreement with the theoretical plot. The small quantitative difference is believed to be due 
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Fig. 2 Sketch of a typical thermal wave contrast curve (the surface temperature over the 
defect minus the surface temperature over a background region) as a function of time. The 
times indicated are possible candidates for making depth measurements. 
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Fig. 3 Theoretical and experimental images (top left and right, respectively) of the peak 
contrast times for the six-hole sample shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two 
corresponding plots below these two images show the depth-dependence of the peak 
contrast time above the centers of the holes. 
to an incorrect choice of the thermal diffusivity in theoretical calculation. The fact that the 
intercepts of both of these plots are non-zero results from the effects of multiple thermal 
wave reflections of the thermal wave pulse between the top of the hole and the sample 
surface. These effects are more important for the shallower holes and therefore lift the low 
end of the curve. The physical effect arises from the fact that thermal wave pulses broaden 
dramatically as they get further away from the source, so that successive reflected pulses 
(echoes) overlap each other in time, with the result that the peak of the contrast curve 
shown in Fig. 1 is shifted towards longer time by the reflections which arrive later. Since 
the shallowest holes produce more reflections, they experience a greater shift. The results 
presented in Fig. 3 would appear to indicate that with proper calibration, one could use the 
peak contrast time to measure the depths of defects in a sample. However, the second test 
specimen, which has five flat-bottomed holes, all at the same depth, but with widely 
varying diameters will be used below to demonstrate that the peak contrast time depends 
not only on the depth but also on the lateral size of the defect. 
In Fig. 4, we show the results of a comparison of theory and experiment similar to that 
described above, but for the second test sample, containing five holes at constant depth. 
The plots below the two images of Fig. 4 show clearly that the peak contrast times increase 
dramatically with the diameter of the holes. In fact, experimentally, the largest (50 mm) 
hole had not yet reached its peak contrast in the time allocated for the experiment. Its 
indicated peak contrast time was the length of time over which the images were obtained, 
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Fig. 4 Theoretical and experimental images (top left and right, respectively) of the peak 
contrast times for the five-hole sample shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two 
corresponding plots below these two images show the diameter-dependence of the peak 
contrast time above the centers of the holes. 
and the arrow is attached to indicate that the actual peak contrast time for this largest hole is 
considerably longer. This effect is also due to multiple reflections. The larger the diameter 
of the hole, the longer the pulses can reflect back and forth between the surfaces before 
they leak out around the edges. Again, the overlapping of the broad echo pulses causes the 
peak contrast to be shifted to longer times for the larger holes. 
The inability of the peak contrast time to discriminate the depth of a defect 
independently of its size leads one to look for some other feature of the contrast curve 
which might be used to measure the depth. Since leading edge of the contrast curve should 
be almost totally dominated from the first pulse which returns from the defect, a suitable 
choice for such a feature is the peak slope time, shown schematically in Fig. 2. A test of its 
dependence upon the depth of the defect is shown in Fig. 5, for the six-hole sample. The 
plots below the two images of Fig. 5 show clearly that the peak slope times increase in 
proportion to the square of the diameter of the holes. However, unlike the corresponding 
plots for the peak contrast time (compare Fig. 3), these plots extrapolate through the origin, 
indicating a strict quadratic dependence between this characteristic thermal pulse transit time 
and the depth of the reflector. To confirm this relationship, in Fig. 6 we test the 
independence of the peak slope time on the lateral size at constant depth, once again using 
the five-hole test sample. It can be seen from the theoretical and experimental images, and 
the corresponding plots of their peak slope times as a function of the hole diameter, that 
multiple reflections, and hence lateral defect sizes, make an insignificant contribution to this 
characteristic early-time feature of the thermal wave contrast curve. 
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Fig. 5 Theoretical and experimental images (top left and right, respectively) of the peak 
slope times for the six-hole sample shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two corresponding 
plots below these two images show the depth-dependence of the peak slope time above the 
centers of the holes. The experimental data did not extend long enough in time to resolve 
the deepest two holes. The slight difference between the predicted and observed slopes of 
the two curves can be accounted for by the uncertainty in the assumed thermal diffusivity 
for the steel sample (0.136 cm2/s). 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that three-dimensional thermal wave diffraction and multiple reflection 
calculations accurately describe the pulse-echo imaging of circular, planar subsurface 
defects. Whereas utilization of the peak contrast time for defect depth determination is 
complicated by its dependence on the contributions from multiple reflections, the earlier, 
peak slope, time of the same curve has been shown to have minimal contributions from 
multiple reflections, and hence is essentially independent of the lateral size of the defect. 
Finite element modeling calculations by other workers [1,2] have recently come to the same 
general conclusions. 
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Fig. 6 Theoretical and experimental images (top left and right, respectively) of the peak 
slope times for the five-hole sample shown schematically in Fig. 1. The two 
corresponding plots below these two images show the diameter-dependence of the peak 
slope time above the centers of the holes. 
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